
SP-2, 12-Volt Solar Battery Charger Maintainer

 Charges and maintains any 12V lead-acid battery
(VRLA, AGM, gel & flooded cell)

 Maintains 12V batteries
 Pulse Technology removes & prevents sulfate

crystal buildup
 Offsets power loss from electrical accessories
 50% smaller than competitive products
 Indestructible commercial design
 Extends battery life up to 3 times
 Eliminates jump starts
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Installation
The SP-2 solar panel is easy to install.

1. Clean a flat surface on top of the vehicle.
2. Attach solar panel to the top of the vehicle with

bolts, UV protected silicone or dual locked
industrial Velcro.

3. Use cable tie down mounts to secure the cable as
it runs towards the battery.

4. Zip tie the cable away from any moving
components under the vehicle leading to the
battery.

5. Secure pulse box near battery. Connect the black
lug to negative post and the red lug to positive
post.

How much sunlight does the
SP-2 need to work? The SP-2
panel is so efficient it only needs 1-2
hours of sunlight a day, on average, to
accomplish its task. This is true even if you live in
areas where skies are cloudy or lightly overcast most of the
time since the solar cells work on UV rays.

Does the solar panel need to be protected? No, the
panel mounts flat on your vehicle and it has a Lexan / acrylic
coating encapsulating the solar cells so it is virtually
indestructible. Unlike other solar chargers that are under
glass with an aluminum frame, it will always work under the
most extreme conditions.

Can the SP-2 be used on more than one battery at a
time? We suggest the SP-2 is used on 1 battery, the SP-5 is
used on 1-2 batteries and the SP-10 is used on 3-4 batteries
in parallel.

Will the SP-2 benefit other electrical components on
my vehicle? Yes, the battery will accept a charge more
readily and faster so alternator life will be extended. Plus, by
maintaining available cranking amps in your battery, there
will be more available energy going to your starter. The
engine will turn over faster, so your starter should last longer
as well.

Electrical
Input Electrical: Solar Powered

Output Current: 250 mA
Output Voltage, Max.: 16.5 V dc

Physical Characteristics
Solar Panel Dimensions: 4.75”x8.56”x0.125”
Circuit Box Dimensions: 3.25” x 2.25” x 1.5”

Shipping Weight: 1.7lbs
Box-to-Lug Wire Length: 3 feet

Box-to-Panel Wire Length: 17 feet
Quick disconnect between solar panel &

circuit box

Indicators
Solid Light: Full sunlight/working at optimum

level
Blinking Light: Partial Sunlight

Environmental
Operating Temperature: 0°F to 130°F

Storage Temperature: 0°F to 150°F
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